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The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship of body sway on
a ship and ship motion. The ship navigated for four days. The subjects
controlled their posture under the conditions both with eyes open and eyes
closed on the oscillating ship. The indexes of body sway were velocity,
acceleration, shift length, and area. The indexes of ship motion were the
amplitude and frequency of rolling and pitching. The results were as follows:
(1) Velocity, acceleration, shift length, and area under the eyes-closed
condition were larger than under the eyes-open condition.
(2) Velocity, accelaration, and shift length of X-component were larger than
those of Y-component under both the eyes open and the eyes closed
conditions.
(3) There were strong correlations between the amplitude of rolling and the
body sway.
(4) There were strong correlations between the frequency of rolling and the X
-component of the body sway.
(5) There were strong correlations between the frequencies and amplitude of
pitching and the body sway.







































































Table 1 Results of body sway for four days
Eyes O pen Eyes Cーosed
1st 2nd 「 4th 1st nd 3「 4th
V elocity X 5.560 2.610 2.020 2.410 7.540 3.110 2.520 2.780
V elocity Y 3.260 2.190 1.500 2.090 4.060 2.540 2.130 2.350
A cceleration (X ) 33.680 13.780 10.960 12.500 46.650 16.500 13.780 14.700
A cceleration (Y ) 19.860 10.840 7.891 9.856 25.970 13.790 11.370 11.550
S hift length (X 305.590 141.760 110.860 130.830 4 15.918 168.887 137.502 15 1.150
S hift length Y 180.570 120.490 84 .184 113.230 229-730 140.550 117.490 127.560


























Fig. 9 Velocity(Eyes Open)
cmys
Day
Fig. 10 Velocity(Eyes Closed)
cm/s
4 Day






























Table 2 Correlations between body sway
and ship motion
V e lo c ity ( X )
R o llin g P itc h in g
F req u e n cy A m p litu d e F req u e n cy A m p litu d e
.7 1 5 .9 7 1 .9 9 8 .9 9 2
V e lo c ity Y .5 0 0 .9 3 7 .9 5 7 .9 8 8
A cc e le ra tio n X .7 4 6 .9 6 9 .9 9 7 .9 8 5
E y e s O p e n A cc eーe ratio n ( Y ) .6 5 6 .9 6 3 .9 9 6 .9 9 8
S h什【le n gth ( X ) .7 2 1 .9 7 0 .9 9 8 .9 9 1
S h ift le n gth ( Y ) .5 2 4 .9 4 0 .96 7 .9 9 2
A re a .5 8 6 .9 7 1 .9 7 1 .9 9 6
V e】oc ity X .7 5 1 .9 6 6 .99 7 .9 8 2
V e lo c ity Y .6 8 8 .9 6 1 .99 9 .9 9 4
A cc e le ratio n ( X ) .7 7 2 .9 6 6 .9 9 4 .9 7 6
E y e s C lo s e d A c c e le ratio n ( Y ) .7 3 0 .9 4 5 .9 9 9 -9 8 0
S h ift le ng th ( X ) .7 5 4 .9 6 6 .9 9 6 .9 8 2
S h ift le ng th ( Y .6 9 6 .9 5 7 .9 9 9 .9 9 1
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